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The information on these handsets is incomplete as yet. They will be seen in the shelves of Orange
UK in the second quarter of 2012. After some time, their prices and additional details will be
announced. The One X is the first quad-core handset launched by HTC. It boasts of 8 MP snapper
with a number of camera features such as autofocus, LED flash, simultaneous HD video and image
recording, geo-tagging, face detection and smile detection. It also has an internal memory of 32 GB,
but the card slot is missing sadly. For connecting the internet, the gadget comes embedded with
GPRS and Wi-Fi. In addition, the handset is full of various internet apps such as Google Search,
Maps, Gmail, YouTube, Calendar and Google Talk. Moreover, the handset comes with super IPS
LCD2 capacitive touchscreen which displays up to 16M colours. Document viewer/editor facilitates
to read and edit office documents. Media player is the entertainment feature of the handset, but
stereo FM radio is lacking.

On the other hand, the One S is the first handset with Krait cores. It also has an 8 MP camera, and
the camera features are identical to those of One X. It has the internal memory of 16 GB and the
card slot is not available. GPRS and Wi-Fi with internet apps like Google Search, Maps, Gmail,
YouTube, Calendar and Google Talk are available in this device also. Both One X and One S allow
the users to read hands-on impressions from the MWS floor.

The Sony Xperia U is compact dual-core, and comes in black and white variants. As mentioned
above, Orange UK will get the exclusive white version. The handset comes equipped with a 5 MP
snapper with features like autofocus, LED flash, geo-tagging, touch focus, face and smile detection,
3D sweep panorama and image stabilization. The entertainment features of the gadget include
stereo FM radio with RDS and media player. Memory is not as big as of One X and One S. You get
4 GB internal storage space in this device, without card slot. For connecting internet, you get GPRS
and Wi-Fi with Google Search, Maps, Gmail, YouTube, Calendar, Google Talk and HTML supported
browser.

Apart from all, the Intel Atom-powered reference design will also be sold by Orange to end users.
Moreover, white colour variant of Sony Xperia U will also be offered to the users by Orange.

Get the top seller htc phone â€“ htc sensation xe deals @ http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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